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03/08
5:30P

Length
in mins Audio ProjectionLighting

Person
(1st
Service)

5:00p 30:00 Leaders Arrive Roller
Disco
Lock-in

Everyone

5:30p 30:00 Drop-off time
- Kids will be dropped off between 5:30-6. We will have them put all of their stuff in
the middle school room, not in the kids' room for now. We will check them in on the
sign-in sheet. Check to see if they have paid, if not collect payment. Make sure we
have received a consent form filled out for each child.
- We will have games, video games, crafts, and activities going for kids to play
during this time.

Fun
Music
in BG

Roller
Disco
Lock-in

Everyone

6:00p 15:00 Pizza and Drinks
We will give the kids their choice of 2 slices of cheese and/or pepperoni pizza and
a drink packet. They will only have 15 minutes to eat. No video games. We will line
up for the bus at 6:15.

Fun
Music
in BG

Roller
Disco
Lock-in

Everyone

6:15p 45:00 Leave for the Roller Rink
It will take about 45 minutes to get to the roller rink via bus. We will get a head
count of kids and leaders before leaving.

Everyone

7:00p 120:00 Roller Skating
We will be roller skating at the rink for 2 hours. The kids can feel free to buy
concessions if they like, but we will not be providing concessions for them.

Everyone

9:00p 45:00 Leave for Genesis
- We will line up, make sure the kids have all of their stuff, do a head count of all
kids and leaders, then get on the bus.
- When we arrive at the church all kids must clean up all of their stuff and trash
and remove it from the bus before getting off.

Everyone

9:45p 15:00 Bathroom time
- We will make sure all kids go to the bathroom and get a drink of water during this
time. We will not be going straight to bed. Do not allow the kids to get out their
bedding yet. We will be doing more activities in the kids' room.
- If some of the younger kids are already tired, we will set their beds up in a
classroom for them to sleep!

Everyone

10:00p 30:00 Free Time
Free Time will consist of a few options:
- Face painting/hippie tattoos/glowsticks
- Nail polish
- Everyone can get a pair of 70s glasses and a disco necklace.
- Disco Photo Booth
- Twister in the Mallway

Disco
Playlist

Roller
Disco
Lock-in

Everyone

10:30p 15:00 Disco Freeze Dance
We will play music from our disco playlist. Leaders will lead the kids in disco
dancing! When the music stops, kids must freeze! If leaders see them move they
are out! Keep going until only a few kids are left! Give them some candy! Play
another round if the kids are enjoying it.

Disco
Playlist

Roller
Disco
Lock-in

Disco
ball,
crazy
disco
lights

Everyone
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10:45p 15:00 Disco Charades
1 leader will go on stage at a time and draw a paper out of the bucket. It will have
a popular disco song, phrase, or word. They must act it out without words and the
other kids and leaders must guess what it is! If someone gets it let them go next,
or pick another leader or kid!

Disco
Playlist
in bg

Roller
Disco
Lock-in

disco
ball

Everyone

11:00p 30:00 Karaoke (optional if time)
If time, and kids are still energetic, we will do karaoke!

Karaoke
Slide,
Karaoke
Videos

Disco
ball,
crazy
lights

Everyone

11:30p 10:00 Snack Necklaces
Have the kids line up, go through the line to collect the food and candies they
would like to put on their snack necklaces. Leaders will need to help the kids tie on
their necklaces when they are done!

Disco
Playlist

Roller
Disco
Lock-in

Everyone

11:40p 15:00 Get Ready for Movie
At this point the kids will get into their pjs (if they haven't already). They will also
set up their beds in the kids' room (boys on the right of the road, girls on the left). If
we have any kids getting picked up early they should be as close to the door as
possible.

Everyone

11:55p 90:00 Movie Time
- We will start the movie (Monsters University) at this point. Kids will need to be in
their sleeping bags or in their sleeping area during the movie.
- We will bring out popcorn and drinks at about halfway through the movie.

Monsters
University

Everyone

1:25a 15:00 Lights Out
All kids will be expected to sleep now!

Everyone

1:40a 380:00 Sleep Everyone

8:00a 30:00 Wake up the kids
If the kids aren't already awake, we will start waking them up around 8. They will
need to clean up their bedding and belongings, and get ready before watching
cartoons or playing video games.

Cartoons Everyone

8:30a 30:00 Donuts and Juice
Kids will line up and get 1 donut and one juice to start. If there is enough for 2nds
we will call them back.

Cartoons Everyone

9:00a 30:00 Pick up time
Parents will pick the kids up at 9.

Cartoons Everyone

9:30a 60:00 Clean up
Before leaders leave we will need to clean up all rooms that have been used.

Leaders

10:30a 1020:00


